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Flow Chart 
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Introduction 

Welcome to Resolve tm Customer Service Manager, and your new experience in ‘live’ updates on all your 
current jobs. 

Resolve tm offers a unique and live view of all your jobs, current and old. With Resolve tm you can check the 
status of any job at any time, and all parties are constantly kept in the loop. 

You can view the status of the job/task, from when it was raised, assigned, if the engineer is ‘on route’, ‘on 
site’ or if the issue is ‘resolved’! All you have to do is just log in! 

All our engineers use this ‘New’ and ‘Unique’ System, and they have access via their ‘Smart Phones’ where 
they update the job as they are doing it! 

This document will give all the ‘walk through’ information you need from ‘login on’, viewing all your raised 
jobs, and even raise a new job on the system, so you don’t even have to pick up the phone, send a fax or 
email! 

You have a simple user interface of our system and it wont be long before your a Resolve tm ‘Genius’. 

Advantages 

Resolve tm offers a new era in customer service and relations, with an ‘Open Book’ approach to jobs. 
It enables immediate updates on all jobs, as everyone is using the same system.......LIVE! 

Resolve tm brings these benefits to you: 

- View all your jobs in one place 
- ‘LIVE’ updates on all jobs, as they are being done! 
- Full history of jobs per site 
- Access to Copy Documentation 
- Comprehensive job notes each date and time ‘stamped’ 
- Ability to log your own jobs 
- Report Generation 
- Access to Quote History 

With Resolve tm we are moving towards a paperless company, and ultimately reducing carbon footprints! 

Resolve tm has been designed with one main aim ‘improved efficiency’ for everyone, as our ‘time in motion’ 
studies have proved that communication is the key, and this NEW ‘Customer Service Manager’ streamlines 
this giving you the information you need at your fingertips! 

This User Guide will show you how this works from start to finish! 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Getting Started 

To access RESOLVE open your web browser and type 
http://resolve.designincode.net in the in the address bar. 
‘Maybe worth while saving it in your favourites!’ 

You will then be taken to the RESOLVE ‘Home Login’ screen which is the same for all users of this system. 
All users require individual log in credentials, which are issued prior to initial log in for security reasons. 

Login

Click the ‘Login’ link located at top right of main 
screen and a pop up box will appear so you can 
input your ‘personal’ details. 

Note: Before you can ‘login’ you would have been 
issued with a ‘user name’ and a ’password’, without 
these credentials there is no way for you to 
experience what RESOLVE can offer. 

Once you have finished your session just click 
‘Logout’ and you will be taken to the Home Login 
Screen, ready for you next time. 
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My Account

From this location you can now also access ‘My Account’. 
By clicking this link a new pop up will appear which will 
enable you to edit details relating to your login password.  

Just hit ‘Update My Account’ once are are happy with your 
new credentials. Remember your new password! 

You can also update your 
email if you ever change it! 

Navigation

Finding your way around RESOLVE has never been simpler, its all ‘drop down menu’s’ and ‘pop up’s’. 

The ‘Home’ screen offers the ‘Site Map’ where a 
full system page overview is available, if required. 

For your main navigation of RESOLVE the 
‘Header Tab’ Bar that runs across the top of the 
screen is where you can jump what ever page you 
need. 

Each ‘Header Tab’ is also a direct page link! 
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Quick Find

This is the quickest and easiest way to find what you are 
looking for on any Tab/Page. 

Just type the job number, owner, service product etc..... 
and the Stack will filter accordingly. 

It works just like a Web Browser Search. 

Refresh

‘Refresh‘ is located bottom right of all 
pages and with one click! the system is 
refreshed and you have the latest 
information in front of you! 

RESOLVE will automatically refresh every 
few seconds, to ensure you are constantly 
viewing the ‘LIVE’ progress of the tasks. 

Items Per Page

If you wish you can filter the number of items listed on each page in this corner, just click on the desired 
number you want to view and the Stack shuffles accordingly. 

The ‘Showing’ statement will show what is on view out of the total amount of ‘Tasks’ that have been created. 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Tasks 
The Task ‘Stack’

This Tab is where the ‘Stack’ lives! Here you can 
view all your ‘Tasks’ & ‘Sub Tasks’ in numerical 
order.  
‘we will talk about Sub Tasks later!’ 

The Stack is always listed in ‘Newest Date/Time 
Logged’, but can be ‘Filtered’ to how ever you 
desire to view them, either by Property, Ref 
Number, Status, Owner etc..... the options are up 
to you! 

Tasks View

If you would like to view any Tasks raised 
then highlight the subject Task, and click 
the ‘View’ tab, in the sub header tabs. 
This will then create a pop up with an 
overview of the task details. 

Tasks Filtering

To filter your ‘Stack’ just click on ‘one’ of the grey headers above 
each column and select from one of the drop down menus. You can 
continue to filter the stack and narrow down your view until you are 
happy or have found what you are searching for. 

To clear any filter applied just 
click on the ‘x’ in the yellow 
filter information description 
bar. 
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Tasks Trail

This is a the place you can view the entire Task history, 
it shows every event that has occurred during the life of 
the task, from when the task was first logged, to site 
contact ‘Text’ messages, engineer reports, the whole 
task overview in one place, all date and time stamped! 

The ‘Trail’ can be found in the Tab bar next 
to the ‘Quick Find’ and has ‘footprints’ as the 
icon, just click on the footprints and a pop up 
will display the entire trail. 

Job Cards

It is possible for you to email a copy of the 
engineers job card, if you would require a hard 
copy for your records.  

This is very simple and can be done by selecting 
the required Task ands then just click on ‘Email’, 
this will then automatically generate and send an 
email to your account as a PDF. 

All the information on the job cards is easily found within the job on 
the system, and the Trail, is generally the quickest and easiest way to 
get information fast. 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Sub Tasks 
These work in a similar vein to ‘Tasks’ and are created so we can assign 
different Engineers with different ‘Disciplines’ to a single ‘Parent’ Task, this 
ensures we always have the correct engineers in attendance, and we are 
able to control who and how long they have ‘on the job’. 

Sub Task Navigation

If the ‘Parent’ Task (the main task that was originally 
created) has ‘Sub Tasks’ assigned to them then a 
blue box with ’YES’ can be seen on the main task 
page, under the Subs column against the ‘Parent’ 
Task. 

To view the sub task, click on the task so it is 
highlighted, and then click the sub tasks, in the new 
sub header bar that appears. The stack will then 
filter to show you this individual sub task. 

Alternatively you can filter the stack to show you all the sub tasks, but 
clicking on the main header bar ‘Tasks’ Tab, and selecting ‘Sub Tasks’ 
from the drop down menu. 

All the other features available on the Main Tasks view ‘Stack’ are also available here! 
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Create a New Task 

To create a new task just click ‘New’ from the the Tab bar 
next to the ‘quick search’, this will give a pop up box and 
you can then enter all the relevant information for a new 
task. 

To create a new task it is necessary that you have already created a ‘Property/Site’, ‘Site contact’ and 
‘Landlord’. this is explained in the ‘Customers’ Section 
All pop up screens have the same simple user form, where you can enter the details manually in certain 
fields or given drop down are shown. The ‘*’ shows field that are compulsory in the creation of a new Task. 

Lets Start at the top! 
Customer Code

This is at the top of a New Task popup, and when you click 
on the (select) box, a list of ‘Customers’ appears so you can 
select your desired Customer.  
‘Here it already shows the customer code ‘DD01’ & the 
Customer Select popup’. 

You will only be able to view Customer codes applicable to 
you. 

Date/Time Logged

This is shown in a number of fields through out RESOLVE and is a key part of tracking the history of Task. 
These fields are ‘Read Only’ and are shown just for reference. 

This works in the same way as ‘Customer Code’, just click on (select) box and a popup will appear, so you 
can select the desired ‘Property’ 
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Customer Telephone

This field is generated automatically, as this information 
would have already been entered when the Customer was 
set up. 

Property

This works in the same way as ‘Customer Code’, just click 
on the (select) box and a popup will appear, so you can 
select the desired ‘Property’. 

Contact Person & Contact Telephone

These fields are generated automatically, as this 
information would have already been entered when the 
‘Property’ was set up. 

Service Product

This is where the specified ‘Service Product’ will be entered once the Task is assigned.  
The Service Product is the main discipline of the required works, i.e. Electrical, Plumbing, Mechanical, 
Reactive etc. and is required for the selection of Engineers, as all engineers have a Select Service Product 
assigned to them so the correct Engineer is always assigned to the required Task! 

Date/Time Preferred

Here you can click on the first blank box and a 
calendar will appear so you can select the ‘Preferred’ 
Date of attendance. 
Once you have selected the date then click on the 
drop down arrow on the box next to it, and select the 
‘Preferred’ time of attendance, simple scroll and 
select. 

Summary

This box you can free type a ‘Brief’ over view of the issue, as quick reference. 

Reported Issue

Here is another free text box that you can type as much information 
that you feel relevant to relay the issue to us, the more information 
you can insert the better equipped we are and attending prepared 
to RESOLVE the problem. 

Once all the fields have been input click ‘OK’ and the job has now 
been logged on the system ready to be assigned to an engineer. 

This new Entry can now be seen at the top of the stack with a unique reference number. 
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New Property

It may be required that the property you desire isn't located in the drop down list, then at this point you will 
have to create a new property! please see ‘Customer’ section of this document. 

Creating a new Property may not be applicable or available for some users, so to skip this section just click 
here ‘SKIP’ 
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Customers 

The Property or Site can be found in a drop down menu under 
‘Customers’, here you have the ability to create a ‘new 
property’ or ‘site’, if it is not currently loaded on the system. 

Here you must also create and attach new ‘Site Contacts’ & 
‘Landlords’. 
You could also use the ‘Key Log’ facility if you wish! 

Creating a New Property

To create a new ‘Property’ or ‘Site’, first start by clicking ‘Customers’ from the main tab selection bar and 
then select ‘Properties’ from the drop down menu. This will then navigate you to the Properties Page. 

To create a new property, click the ‘new’ tab next to ‘quick find’ and a pop up box will appear. 
Here you can now complete the shown fields with the relevant data, and once you are happy click ‘ok’ to 
save to the system 

Editing a Property
To edit a property, hover over the address on the left hand side of the 
properties list, and click so the drop down menu appears, then select ‘edit’, 
and a pop up box will appear with the current property information. 

You can now make you the required 
changes to the available fields. 

Just click ‘ok’ to save to the system 
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Creating a Site Contact

You must have created a property to enable you to create a site contact! 

To create a new site contact 
1. Find the property by either manually searching or 

search via the ‘Quick Find’ facility. 
2. Once you can see the property or site then click 

on it as if you were going to ‘Edit a Property’, the 
property edit page will now pop up and at the 
bottom of the page, you will see Site Contact with 
an empty field and a Small icon If you click on the 
small icon this will enable you to create a ‘new 
site contact’. 

Editing a Site contact
This can be done in 2 ways! 

1. If you are just changing the contact number for the same site 
contact then just overwrite the new number in the ‘New Task’ pop 
up box when you are ‘Creating a New Task’ when the site contact 
details are shown. 

or 

2. Navigate to the Site Contact List Page, via the Customer drop down in the main header tab bar, then 
search for the contact and then edit using the drop down menu by clicking on the name. 

Creating & Editing a New Landlord

This is done in the same manner as creating and editing a ‘Site Contact’, above! 
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Quotes 

You have the ability to access all the Quotations relating to a site, past and present! You are also able to see 
the current status of each quotation, if it has been ‘Submitted’, ‘Awarded’, ‘Rejected’, ‘Cancelled’ or 
‘Processing’. 

Quote Status Explained
The quotes are marked with a specific ‘Status’: 

- ‘Processing’: the office is in the process of 
writing the quotation 

- ‘Rejected’: we have not been awarded the 
works on the quote 

- ‘Awarded’: we have been awarded the works 
on the submitted quote 

- ‘Submitted’: the quote has been submitted to the client 
- ‘Cancelled’: the quote has been cancelled/not required 

Email Copy Quote

To obtain a copy of a quote, just select the quotation you 
require and hit the ‘Email’ button, this will then automatically 
generate a formal quotation and send it to you email account. 
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Documents 

The engineers have the ability to upload images while at the site, these are automatically ‘linked’ to the task 
so you are able to view. The Office also has this ability and can attach any file relevant or required. All of the 
uploaded documents are accessible for you to view or download. 

View a Document

To view a Document, just ‘Filter’ your ‘Stack’ to locate the 
‘Property’ or the ‘Task’ by using the ‘Quick find’ search bar. 

Then Click on the Task you require so it is highlighted, and 
a ‘Document’ tab will appear in the sub header tab bar, 
click on this tab and all the Documents will now be listed, 
relating to the property or task. 

To view the document, just click on the name and your browser will identify what ‘File Type’ it is and open 
the document accordingly. 

For example: 

- Photos will usually open in a new browser window or Tab. 
- Word document’s and PDF’s, your browser will usually ask if you want to ‘open with’ or ‘save’ 

Note: these settings are within your browser, and we have no control over what security measures you have 
enabled for handling files from the internet, and you may have to contact your administrator if you are having 
difficulties. 
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Support 

If you are unable to find the solution to your issue within this document then please feel free to contact us 
and our team will be on hand to provide any support required. 

Our team is available during normal working hours, and any email queries will be responded to in the same 
day, to make sure you are always up to date with your jobs! 

e. services@idealmes.co.uk 
t: 0845 415 0650 
o. 24 Bickford Close, Barrs Court, Bristol BS30 8SF 

New features and updates will be frequently uploaded this will ensure new development features are with 
you the next day. 

Copies of this document are available for download from our web site and all the latest revisions are 
constantly uploaded, this will ensure you always have the solution at your fingertips. 

Piece Of Mind

To ensure all information is never lost RESOLVE is continually ‘backed up’, and all security software is 
current and up to date. Only allocated users of RESOLVE are issues with Login Credentials, and no 
personal information can be accessed by non users. Any breach of security by users is seriously and 
immediately dealt with to ensure constant customer satisfaction and piece of mind. 
Here at RESOLVE you are are our number one priority and we are here to make sure we deliver your 
expectations. 

RESOLVE Customer Service Manager is a ‘Fluid’ constantly updated and improved user experience, and all 
feedback is welcome, if you have any thoughts on user interfaces, or if there is something you feel could 
improve your user experience, then please let us know, and we will look at the possibility of including these 
in a future release. 

Enjoy and hopefully together we can make work that little bit easier! 

Many Thanks 

Team Resolve 
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Customer Service Manager
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